The Viterbi sequence(s) of length n of a Markov chain is the sequence(s) of n + 1 states that have the highest probability of ocurring in the Markov chain. We divide the space of all Markov chains into Viterbi regions in which two Markov chains are in the same region if they have the same set of Viterbi sequences. These regions correspond to the vertices of a Newton polytope for a polynomial of probabilities of sequences of length n. As n increases to infinity (and the number of states remains fixed), the number of vertices remains bounded, and the edge graph falls into a periodic pattern. Viterbi sequences and polytopes for two-and three-state Markov chains are characterized.
Introduction
Let M k be the space of all Markov chains with k states. Then M k is a (k + 1)(k − 1) dimensional space in which the parameters include the probability distribution of the initial state, and the transition matrix, subject to conditions that certain sets of probabilities must sum up to 1.
The states of a Markov chain will generally be numbered from 0 to k − 1. We will consider sequences of states produced by Markov chains. The length of a sequence is the number of transitions in the sequence. The zeroth state is the initial state, and the nth state follows the zeroth state after n transitions.
Given a Markov chain M , the probability of a sequence is the product of the initial probability of the first state and all the transition probabilities between consecutive states. There are k n possible sequences of length n. A Viterbi path of length n is the sequence of n + 1 states (containing n transitions) with the highest probability. Note that a Markov chain may have more than one Viterbi path of length n; for instance, if 012010 is a Viterbi path of length 5, then 010120 must also be a Viterbi path since both sequences have the same initial state and the same set of transitions, only that they appear in a different order. Two sequences are equivalent if their set of transitions are the same. The Viterbi paths of a Markov chain might not be all equivalent. Consider the Markov chain on k states that has a uniform initial distribution and a uniform transition matrix (i.e. p ij = 1 k for all states i, j). Every sequence is a Viterbi path for this Markov chain. To compute the Viterbi path of length n for a Markov chain M ∈ M k , with initial probability distribution π and transition matrix P , we perform an algorithm that successively computes Viterbi paths from lengths 0 through n for each initial state. Define V (q, n) to be the set of Viterbi paths of length n starting on state q, and p(q, n) to be the conditional probability that V (q, n) is the Markov sequence given that the q is the initial state.
Viterbi path are combined into one region within a partition of the whole subspace into Viterbi regions for n = i + 1. Finally, we reconsider the third parameter of M k , the probability distribution of the initial state. For a given transition matrix P , we could partition the space of initial probability distributions according to which path that becomes the Viterbi path. Let T be a set of transition matrices that share the same set of Viterbi paths for each initial state, and D be the space of initial probability distributions. We partition T × D into subspaces based on the dominating Viterbi path.
This method may not be efficient, and it is not clear how these regions can be described effectively. Nor is it clear how subdivision into new Viterbi regions is easily done. However, this method is easily implemented with k = 2 states. In this case, we only need to consider two subspaces, namely π 0 = 1 and π 1 = 1, where 0 and 1 are the two states in the Markov chain. Each subspace is two-dimensional, the parameters being p 00 and p 10 , each ranging from 0 to 1. It is easy to draw the partitions on a two-dimensional plane. When n = 0, the partition of each subspace contains only one region (state 0 or 1), the whole subspace. Within M 2 , the surface separating Viterbi regions 0 and 1 is simply π 0 = π 1 , i.e. π 0 = 1 2 . For n = 1, subspace π 0 = 1 is divided into two regions, 00 and 01, separated by the line p 00 = 1 2 . Similarly, subspace π 1 = 0 is divided into regions 10 and 11, separated by p 10 = 1 2 . Now, in order to partition subspace π 0 = 1 into Viterbi regions for n = 3, we need to compare the partitions of each subspace for n = 2. There are four cases to consider, based on whether p 00 or p 01 is larger, and based on whether p 10 or p 11 is larger. We consider them in succession:
1. p 00 < p 01 and p 11 < p 10 : we need to compare which path has higher probability: 001 or 010. Both paths contain the transtion 01, so comparing the paths comes down to comparing 00 and 10. But in this region, p 10 > 1 − p 00 .
The final stage in computing the Viterbi regions for n = 2 is to combine similar paths from the different cases for n = 1. Paths 010 and 011 each appear in two of the cases, so we unify all the parts to come up with a total of three Viterbi regions for n = 2: 000, 010, and 011. Figure 1 shows how subspaces π 0 = 1 and π 1 = 1 are partitioned. Note that the partition of π 1 = 1 into Viterbi regions will look exactly like the partition for π 0 = 1, only the roles of states 0 and 1 are swapped. We can obtain the partition for π 1 = 1 by reflecting the partition of π 0 = 1 across the line p 00 = p 11 .
Next we compute the Viterbi regions for n = 3. By comparing the Viterbi partitions of π 0 = 1 and π 1 = 1 for n = 2, we see that we will have six cases to consider. Each case is listed by the Viterbi paths of length 2, starting with 0 and 1. 2. 010 and 100: 0010 and 0100 have the same set of transitions, so they are the Viterbi paths for this region.
3. 000 and 100: We note that 000 dominates 010 in this region, therefore 0000 must dominate 0100. The Viterbi path is 0000.
4. 000 and 111: The paths 0000 and 0111 have equal probability when p
The final two cases involve comparing 0011 to either 0111 or 0101. Now, if 0011 were a Viterbi path, then its probability must be greater than or equal to the probabilities of the paths 0111 and 0001. Then Pr(0011) ≥ Pr(0111), so p 00 ≥ p 11 . However, since Pr(0011) ≥ Pr(0001), p 11 ≥ p 00 . Therefore p 11 = p 00 , so 0011, 0111, and 0001 would all have equal probabilities. Therefore it is impossible for 0011 to be a Viterbi path whenever p 00 = p 11 . So we conclude for the last two cases:
5. 011 and 111: The Viterbi region must be 0111.
6. 011 and 101: The Viterbi region is 0101. Figure 2 shows the Viterbi regions for subspaces π 0 = 1 and π 1 = 1 for n = 3. Once again, the partition for π 1 = 1 is the partition for π 0 = 1 reflected across the line p 00 = p 11 .
It turns out that as n increases beyond 3, the number of Viterbi regions of M 2 stays fixed at 8. When n = 2m − 1 is odd, the Viterbi paths are 0 n , 00(10) m−1 , 01 n−1 , (01) m−1 , 1 n , 11(01) m−1 , 10 n−1 , and (10) m−1 . When n = 2m is even, the Viterbi paths are 0 n , 0(10) m , 0(01) m , 01 n−1 , 1 n , 1(01) m , 1(10) m , and 10 n−1 (where X n represents state X being repeated n times). 3 Newton Polytope of Viteribi Sequences
Linearization of the Space of Markov Chains
In analyzing the Viterbi regions of the space of all k-state Markov chains, the boundary surfaces are represented as an equation between two products of transition probabilities. For instance, between regions 1000 and 1111 in the space of 2-state Markov chains, the equation is
. After cancelling out π 1 on both sides, we see that the surface is a third-degree equation.
It may be easier to visualize the Viterbi regions and their boundaries by taking logarithms or the probabilities. Thus instead of considering products of probabilities, we work with sums of logarithms. All boundary surfaces become linear. The boundary between 1000 and 1111 becomes log p 10 + 2 log p 00 = 3 log p 11 .
By transforming the space with logarithms, each dimension in the log-space is the logarithm of a transition probability. Thus we can interpret this value log p ij as the weight for the transition ij. Thus the weight of a sequence is the sum of the weights of the transition probabilities in the sequence (as well as the weight of the initial state). We then divide the log-space into regions according to which sequence has the maximum weight. Since each probability is less than 1, their logarithms will be negative. Thus if we define the weight w ij = − log p ij so that each logarithm is negated to a produce a positive weight, we could alternatively interpret this problem as choosing the sequence with the minimum weight for each set of weights.
Note that in this log-space, we also have the constraint that j exp(w ij ) = 1 for each state i. This is a curvy outside boundary surface for a space with linearized internal boundaries. To simplify the space even further, we will drop these constraints. Essentially, the probabilities no longer have to sum to 1. But by dropping these constraints, we may introduce regions that correspond to sequences of maximum weight but are not Viterbi sequences. We will call these sequences semi-Viterbi sequences. For instance, it was already shown that 001 is not a (unique) Viterbi sequence for any two-state Markov chain. However, for the weights (w 00 , w 01 , w 10 , w 11 ) = (3, 2, 4, 5), the sequence 001 has minimum weight out of all sequences of length 2, beginning with state 0.
The Polytope
We can formulate an alternative model for bordering Viterbi sequences of length n for k-state Markov chains. Instead of dividing the space of k-state Markov chains into regions according to their Viterbi sequences of length n, we shall represent each sequence as a point in a k 2 -dimensional space. In this new space, each coordinate x AB corresponds to the number of transitions from A to B in the sequence. For example, the sequence 021021021010 is represented by the 9-tuple (0, 1, 3, 4, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0) in the case k = 3 states. Note that the sequences of length n occupy a k 2 − 1 dimensional subspace of R Once we plot all the points corresponding to a Viterbi sequence of length n into R k 2 , we can examine the convex hull of these points. Each Viterbi sequence will correspond to an extreme point of this convex polytope.
In effect, what we have defined is the Newton polytope of the polynomial
where S is some subset of the set of all possible sequences of length n generated by a k-state Markov chain, and the probability Pr[S] is expressed in terms of transition probabilities p 00 , p 01 , p 10 , etc. For instance, if S 2 is the set of sequences of length 2 starting with state 0, then we consider the Newton polytope of the polynomial p 00 p 00 + p 00 p 01 + p 01 p 10 + p 01 p 11 .
The collection of log-linear cones of Viterbi regions is the normal fan of the Newton polytope. See [4, §2.1] for basic information about Newton polytopes and their normal fans.
Polytope for 2-state Markov Chains
In this section, we will consider the polytope generated by only the semi-Viterbi sequences that start with state 0. This is analogous to assuming that the initial probability distribution is π 0 = 1 and π i = 0 for all other i = 0.
For n > 3, there are a total of 14 semi-Viterbi sequences, 8 of which are true Viterbi sequences. They are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 . Tables 1  and 2 .
If we plot these points in R 4 , their convex hull is a three-dimensional polytope. This polytope has seven faces and 12 edges. Different polytopes are formed for odd and even length sequences. These polytopes are shown in Figure 3 .
We could view this polytope as a facet of a greater polytope in which we include sequences that start with state 1. The sequences that start with 1 form a polytope isomorphic to the one formed by sequences that start with state 0. These two polytopes are the ends of this four-dimensional polytope, where we have introduced another coordinate designating which state we start with. For instance, (01) m 0 is now (0, m, m, 0, 0) and (10) m 1 is (0, m, m, 0, 1) since the former starts with state 0 and the latter starts with state 1.
Note that an edge connects a sequence starting with state 0 to a sequence starting with state 1 in the polytope if and only if there exists a matrix of weights that produces both sequences, depending on the initial state. Thus it is impossible for a sequence with period 010 to share an edge with a sequence with period 000 or 111 (starting with the other state) since this would imply that the weight of subsequence 010 equals that of subsequence 000 or 111.
Bound on the Number of Viterbi Sequences
Consider the set of Markov chains with k states. We consider the number of possible Viterbi sequences that are of length n. How does this number grow as n approaches infinity?
Somewhat surprisingly, the number of Viterbi sequences remains bounded while n continues increase. We show for an arbitrarily large n, each Viterbi sequence can be rearranged to fit a certain blueprint. This blueprint consists of three parts: (1) a long middle periodic section in which a sequence of at most k states is repeated, which we call the interior; (2) a short section preceding the periodic middle, which we shall call the prefix; and (3) a section following the middle, which we shall call the suffix. The length of the periodic interior should be maximized so that neither the prefix nor the suffix contains a subsequence matching a full period of the interior; otherwise we move that subsequence into the interior. Proof: Divide S into mk + 1 sections, each k transitions long. The k transitions are contained among k + 1 states of S. Two of these states must be the same, so each section contains a subsequence of transitions between two equal states. The length of these subsequences may be from 1 to k. By pigeonhole principle, at least m + 1 subsequences have the same length. From Lemma 4.1, the set of transitions must be the same in these m + 1 subsequences. We can move these subsequences so that they are adjacent to each other.
Proposition 4.3 If a Viterbi sequence has an arbitrarily long uninterrupted periodic section with period p, then the prefix has at most kp transitions, and the suffix has at most kp transitions.
Proof: Suppose there were kp + 1 transitions in the prefix. By the pigeonhole principle, at least one state from the Markov chain must appear at least p + 1 times in the prefix. Call this state A. Now classify the states in the prefix into p classes by their distance from the start modulo p. From another instance of the pigeonhole principle, state A must appear mp transitions apart within the prefix for some integer m since there are two states that fall into the same class. The mp transitions between these two A's must consist of m periods that match the interior periodic section. (Otherwise we have an equation between the products of two sets of transition probabilities.) However, the prefix should not contain any subsequence matching a period of the interior. We have a contradiction; thus the prefix can have at most kp transitions. By a similar argument, the suffix also has at most kp transitions.
Proving these propositions allows us to conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4 The number of Viterbi sequences of length n for a k-state Markov chain remains bounded as n approaches infinity.
Proof: We know that each sequence must have a periodic interior. If the period is length p, then there are at most k!/(p − k)! possible periods that the interior could have. Since the prefix may last for at most kp states, there are at most k kp choices for the prefix. Similarly, there are at most k kp choices for the suffix. Thus a (rough) upper bound for the number of Viterbi sequences of length n (for large n) is
5 Viterbi Sequences and Polytopes for Three-State Markov Chains
Viterbi Sequences
We have established that Viterbi sequences of arbitrary length must have a periodic interior as well as a prefix and a suffix. Knowing this structure, we will begin to describe Viterbi sequences of three-state Markov Chains. There are eight possible periods that a Viterbi sequence could have: 00, 11, 22, 010, 020, 121, 0120, or 0210. We consider each period in turn, although symmetry makes some analysis redundant. We will also restrict to sequences that end with state 0.
When writing the prefix of a Viterbi sequence, we will enclose the final state in parentheses. This final state is also the beginning of the interior. Similarly, the first state in the suffix is the last state of the interior, and it too will be enclosed in parentheses.
Period 00: To help analyze this case, we prove the following lemmas and corollaries: Proof: Suppose that another state r appears side by side in the Viterbi path so that the pattern qqW rr appears in the path, where W represents a (possibly empty) intermediate string of states. Note that qqW r and qW rr are both substrings of qqW rr that both start with q, end with r, and have the same length. If either substring had a greater probability than the other, then eitherW r or qW rrr would dominate qqW rr, contradicting the Viterbi property of the path. Therefore qqW r and qW rr must have the same probability. Since qW r is common to both substrings, the transition probabilities P= P rr . However, such equations cannot be assumed in a Viterbi region (they must have positive measure), so no other state r may be repeated in succession within the path. Proof: Suppose the path contained a substring rW rXq t where W and X are strings, X does not end in q, and the length of rW rX is less than t. Then consider the substrings rW rXq and rq i where i + 1 is the length of rW rXq. Since those substrings both start with r and end with q, they must have the same probability. But then we have an equality between the probabilities of two strings with a different set of transitions, which is impossible in a Viterbi sequence. Thus r may appear at most once within the t states preceding q t . By a symmetric argument, r may appear at most once within the t states following q t . Proof: We may gather all t transitions into any one place where the state q exists, leaving the probability of the whole path unchanged. The string then contains a run of t + 1 q's, with all remaining q's existing in isolation. The corollary follows from the previous proposition. Thus after a long run of 0's, the only possible states that may follow this run are 1 and 2, and they may appear at most once. Since we are concerned only with sequencs ending in 0, there is no suffix following the run of 0's. Similarly, the only states 1 and 2 may precede the run, each at most once. So the only possible sequences of length n with period 00 are 0 n+1 , 10 n , 20 n , 120 n−1 , 210 n−1 .
(Recall that the length of a sequence is measured by the number of transitions. Period 010: We can always rearrange a Viterbi sequence so that there is no suffix; since we assume that the sequence ends in 0, we can always move the subsequence 010 to the end of the sequence.
The interior may begin with either state 0 or 1. If the interior starts with 0, then only states 0 or 2 could immediately precede the interior. (State 1 would only lengthen the interior.) We can eliminate some impossible prefixes, using the following facts:
1. The prefix may not contain subsequences 010 or 101 (for they would be part of the interior). 3. States 0 and 1 may appear at most once in the prefix. For if state 0 appeared twice in the prefix, there must be an odd number of transitions in between (if it were an even number, then the states in between the 0's would match the interior). But if an odd number of transitions separate the 0's, then one of them is an even distance from the 0's in the interior.
4.
Wherever state 0 appears in the prefix, it must be an odd distance from any 0 in the interior. A similar statement also holds for state 1.
5. State 2 may appear at most twice, and if it does, they must be an odd distance apart. Lemma 4.1 says if they were an even distance apart, then the transitions in between would also match the transitions of the interior, which is impossible. If state 2 appeared in the prefix three times, then two of them would be an even distance apart.
